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The purpose of these notes is to record chance finds and the results of organised work (including 
excavation, fieldwalking and observation of development sites), even where this is negative. New 
information relating to earlier finds may also be included. The notes are based largely upon the 
Society’s Bulletins, the Industrial History Group’s newsletter and (in the case of Greater London) 
the London A rchaeologist.

Where a number appears at the end of a note it is that of the relevant Bulletin; if there is no 
reference the information comes from the compiler’s personal knowledge, but no attempt is made 
to give all possible references.

Notes are divided into sections for each District or Borough, and therein ordered by national 
grid reference firstly by kilometre squares (four figure references) and then within those squares. 
Only six figure grid references are given as some measure of protection against ‘treasure hunters’; 
more detailed information, if available, may be obtained by bona fide enquirers from the relevant 
County or Borough sites and monuments records. Responsibility for the administrative county is 
taken by Dr Bird, and for Greater London by Mr McCracken, except that extra industrial 
archaeology material has been gathered by Mrs Crocker.

The compilers are aware that there may be omissions or errors, and would be grateful to 
receive details so that they can be corrected in future issues, for which new information and 
illustrative material would also be welcomed by the relevant compiler.

The Administrative County

GENERAL 

North-west Surrey
D Field reports recent correspondence leading to location of part of a collection made by Dr W 
Hall of Goldsworth Lodge, Woking, in the 1920s. Presumed to be from north-west Surrey are an 
unlooped bronze palstave with decorative shield enclosing several ribs, four barbed and tanged 
arrowheads and a number of starch-fractured blades. There are also five flint blades, probably 
Mesolithic, apparently from Pirbright Camp, Bisley and Lightwater. (184) (see this vol pp 
115-17)

‘Horsefair Common, Farnham’
A probably 1st century AD bronze toggle, decorated with red and white enamel, reported by 
Valery Rigby of the British Museum. The information was from a dealer about a probable metal 
detector find, and the provenance may not have been in Surrey.

ELMBRIDGE

TQ 061 641 Coxes Lock Mill, Weybridge
Following the closure of the roller cornmill by Allied Mills, T E Evans noted that the surviving 
equipment included parts of a system for winching railway waggons, an air pump for unloading 
grain barges, a Ruston & Hornsby oil engine and a vertical shaft turbine of 1894. (SIHG 20)

TQ 078 651 Oatlands Palace
Excavation in advance of redevelopment, by R J Poulton and M G O’Connell for SCC and DoE, 
revealed (May) a wall foundation and traces of another robbed out in the outer court (south), and 
(August) a probable wall of the stable block and half of the outer gatehouse.



Around TQ 095 604 Painshill Park
Work on the follies continued under the direction of Lesley Howes for the Painshill Park Trust. 
The site of the Turkish Tent was located arid the temple of Bacchus and the Grotto were 
excavated.

TQ 119 576 Down Wood
Neolithic/EBA flint concentration noted by Ann Watson in tree clearance in advance of 
motorway construction.

Around TQ 128 663 Hersham
Animal bones, including several of horse and cattle, and two fragments of 1st century AD 
pottery from a buried watercourse noted in gravel extraction and reported by J J Chapman.

EPSOM AND EWELL

TQ 215 625 24/26 High street, Ewell
Excavation by S Nelson for NAS in advance of redevelopment revealed an approx 4m length of 
approx 40cm wide RB flint rubble foundation with a cross wall at right angles, (187)

TQ 215 625 Barn House, Church street, Ewell
Trial excavation and site watching by S Nelson for NAS in advance of redevelopment revealed 
no RB features and only a few RB sherds. (187)

TQ 215 625 2 Church street, Ewell
Trial excavation by S Nelson for NAS in advance of redevelopment revealed an area of rammed 
flint cobbling sealing RB material; thought to be a yard rather than part of Stane Street. (187)

GUILDFORD

SU 912 457 Puttenham Common
Waste flint flakes reported by A R G Allen.

SU 919 461 Puttenham Common
27 waste flakes and blades (Mesolithic) reported by A R G Allen.

SU 947 475 Puttenham Heath
Two Mesolithic blades reported by A R G Allen.

SU 966 476
Mesolithic scraper, ? microlith, and waste flake reported by A R G Allen.

SU 966 478
Possible microlith and two waste flakes reported by A R G Allen.

SU 972 479
Two small Mesolithic scrapers reported by A R G Allen.

SU 994 482 St Catherine’s Hill
Mesolithic scraper, blade and flake fragments reported by A R G Allen.

SU 994 485 Langton Priory, Guildford
Preliminary investigation reported by R W Williams of a complex of tunnels incorporating an ice 
house and having possible connections with chalk quarrying (pi 1). (SIHG 17)



Plate 1. Langton Priory, Guildford. Ice-house and access steps inserted into a pre-existing tunnel complex apparently 
associated with early 19th century chalk quarrying. (Photo: Richard Williams)

SU 994 492 Westbury House, Guildford
Excavation by Julia Arthur for Guildford Museum completed after severe flooding over the 
winter.

SU 995 492
Large Neolithic flake scraper found in river bank by A R G Allen.

SU 997 491 44 Quarry street, Guildford
Excavation by Julia Arthur for Guildford Museum revealed only five postholes, one associated 
with 17th century pottery.

SU 999 495 196 High street, Guildford
Reported by M J Alexander that redevelopment and refurbishment had revealed a 15th century 
crown post roof and evidence suggesting that the building had been designed from the first as a 
shop. A 13th century pit (or pits) was partially excavated behind the building by Julia Arthur.
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SU 999 507
Possible Neolithic scraper reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 001 470
Possible Mesolithic burin reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 004 477
Possible Mesolithic scraper reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 004 483
Possible Mesolithic flakes and a blade fragment reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 005 482
Seven possibly Mesolithic flakes reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 005 483
Mesolithic scraper, saw and microburin and a few waste flakes reported by A R G Allen. 

TQ 008 481
Four flint flakes reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 009 482
About 50 pieces of assorted probably Mesolithic flint waste reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 013 476
Possible flake from a tranchet axe reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 012 481
Two flint flakes reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 013 480
Possibly flint core reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 036 464
Mesolithic scraper, ? core, flake and blade fragments reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 032 476 Chilworth Gunpowder Mills
A surveying team has distinguished the foundations of the boiler house complex associated with 
the steam powered gunpowder incorporating mills. (SIHG 19)

TQ 036 481
Neolithic leaf-shaped arrowhead reported by A R G Allen.

TQ 036 484
About 80 pieces of Mesolithic flint waste including a core reported by A R G Allen. 

Around TQ 03 51 Clandon Park
Two IA coins seen briefly by Julia Arthur at metal detector group meetings. One was a silver 
stater, the other was a bronze coin of Cunobelin from the Colchester mint.

TQ 041 464
Possibly Mesolithic core, flake and blade fragment reported by A R G Allen.



TQ 042 481
Flint scraper reported by A R G Allen.

Around TQ 05 44 Farley Heath
Discovery of a ribbed, socketed bronze spearhead, 98mm in length, reported by S P Needham of 
the British Museum. It was bought by a collector from a metal detector user who gave the 
provenance as ‘Farley Common near Guildford’.

TQ 055 483 Weston Wood
Reported by Julia Arthur that most of the pottery from the excavation by Joan Harding for SyAS 
has now been deposited at Guildford Museum.

TQ 108 447 Holmbury Hill
Continuation of survey work on newly discovered earthwork, now named Felday Enclosure, by 
members of LTRG.

TQ 109 439 Holmbury
Discovery of a finely worked leaf-shaped Neolithic spearhead 89mm long, made of a basalt-like 
black stone, reported by G Elmore. (184) Members of LTRG are recording in detail worked flint 
finds made by J Barfoot over some 20 years.

MOLE VALLEY

TQ 124 578 Muggeridge Hill
LBA site with features including hearth pits packed with flint and some pottery recorded by Ann 
Watson during M2 5 construction.

TQ 163 563 Bridge street, Leatherhead
Report by E Crossland that redevelopment had revealed a 7m deep well, and clay pipes, one with 
J and a possible W on a spur.

TQ 174 508
Discovery of a 4th century Roman coin reported by Vivien Ettlinger.

TQ 193 561
Excavation by E Crossland for LDLHS of a site producing IA and RB pottery from pit and ditch 
features, discovered in M25 construction.

TQ 192 580
Julia Arthur reports the discovery, on the Ashtead manor site, of a small bronze medieval buckle. 

TQ 232 414 Charlwood
Continued excavation by R L Ellaby; the site is now thought to be very late in the Mesolithic. 

TQ 248 399
Bloomery site noted by members of WIRG to the west of Gatwick Airport, associated with 
medieval sherds and possible evidence of linear surface quarrying for iron ore. (190) (This site is 
now in West Sussex)

REIGATE AND BANSTEAD 

Around TQ 23 53 Walton Heath



A few worked flints were noted by members of LTRG in the Golf Club area, during M25 
construction.

TQ 255 505 16 Bell street, Reigate
Further excavation was carried out by D W Williams for HAG in advance of proposed 
redevelopment. Just above the natural sand were found a barrel padlock and many sherds of 
coarse sandy ware cooking pots, associated with carbonised seeds and fish bones. A 12th century 
date for this pottery and a pit group from the earlier, published, excavation was supported by the 
discovery nearby of a 12th century French billondenier minted in Angouleme. Above this layer 
was located another 5m of the medieval building previously discovered, with another stone 
hearth, and the previously suggested 16th century demolition date was confirmed. The site was 
probably a garden in the 16th and 17th centuries, then a yard and associated remains of a 17th 
century building fronting Bell Street, and garden again after the latter was demolished in the late 
18th century. The 16th/17th century layer produced a glass bottle seal with NRM surrounding a 
bell, almost certainly Robert arid Mary Nicholson, who were tenants of the Bell Inn (then next 
door at 14) in 1663. (186)

TQ 259 502 church of St Mary, Reigate
Site watching of chancel reflooring by R J Poulton, M G O’Connell and D W Williams revealed 
no medieval features, but reused probably medieval floor tiles were noted.

TQ 278 489 Earlswood
Small-scale excavation was carried out by D W Williams for HAG around the Golf Club house, 
supposedly the site from which came the well-known waster jug. Only eight sherds of medieval 
pottery were found. (183)

RUNNYMEDE

Around SU 98 67 Virginia Water
Suggestion by N Fuentes that this area was the site of Boudica’s last battle. (London Archaeol 4 No 
12)

SU 998 732
Julia Arthur reports a honey-coloured polished flint axe (in private possession), and another 
polished stone axe reputedly found on the opposite bank of the Thames.

TQ 018 698 Thorpe Lea Nurseries 
Fieldwalking by SAFG revealed no finds of note.

TQ 024 660
Mesolithic and Neolithic material including scrapers and cores reported by A R G Allen. 

TQ 041 679 Abbey Meads
Site watching of topsoil removal before gravel extraction by J J Chapman for SAFG revealed no 
features and only two flints and one fragment of RB pottery.

TQ 044 672 Chertsey Abbey
Geophysical survey by Joanne Davinson for SCC and DoE to try to fill gaps in the excavation 
record to assist publication by R J Poulton.



SPELTHORNE 

TQ 052 743 Stan well
Beginning of major excavation by M G O’Connell for SCC, Hall Aggregates (Thames Valley) 
Ltd and DoE with assistance from the Manpower Services Commission via the Community 
Task Force. Initial work concentrated on the cursus in the north-east corner of the field.

Around TQ 11 70 Kempton Park
Mammoth teeth and tusk and bones of woolly rhinoceros found in gravel extraction and reported 
by J J Chapman. Also found was a nearly complete pot, 3rd/4th century AD, presumably 
originally associated with a burial.

SURREY HEATH

SU 904 640 Bagshot Park
Recording by T C Welsh of rectangular dry-moated enclosure and annexe, possibly an early site 
of Bagshot Manor. The main enclosure is 73 X 38m internally, with banks 4 to 7m broad and 
ditches approx 6m wide; the annexe is 83 X 25m and mutilated. (184)

SU 911 634 Bagshot, off Half Moon street
Recording of the sarsen stone foundations of a building with a 17th century demolition layer 
reported by G H Cole. (186)

SU 912 663 48-54 High street, Bagshot
Trial excavation by G H Cole for the Surrey Heath Group of SyAS produced evidence of 
occupation from the 13th/14th centuries to the present. Finds included a nearly complete late 
16th century shoe. (184) In further excavation the earliest levels seen were a medieval trampled 
layer cut by a boundary and/or drainage ditch and by a 16th century building of two phases 
which was demolished in the mid 17th century. The site was then levelled with gravel and a 
timber-framed building on brick foundations was erected, to be demolished in the late 18th 
century to make way for a three-phase brick building. The 16th/17th century building’s floor 
levels included fragments of globular Rhine-ware flagons (one dated 1599), glass bottles and 
bowls, and around 30 complete stems of hollow cigar-shaped and lion mask stems of wine glasses 
of the Mansell period. (186)

TANDRIDGE

TQ 273 562 Chipstead
Discovery of probable Neolithic unpolished white patinated flint axe, 140mm long, reported by 
C Taylor. Previous finds noted in the area include many rough thick waste flakes. (187) (see this 
vol p 137)
TQ 322 505 Blechingley Castle
Excavation by D J Turner continued; a possibly late 11th century construction date is now 
suggested by the pottery.

TQ 335 521 North Park Farm, Bletchingley
Excavation of part of the earthwork known as Little Pickle by R J Poulton for SCC and British 
Industrial Sand Ltd, in advance of sand extraction, revealed that the bank and ditch of this 
rectangular earthwork were probably constructed in the late 15th century. Large quantities of 
roof tile from trenches within the earthwork suggest the presence of buildings there. Outside the 
earthwork, some 50m to the south, building foundations were discovered. The large amount of 
building debris from the final fill of the ditch of the earthwork probably came from the 
demolition of this building, probably in the 16th century. (189)



Around TQ 40 52 Limpsfield area
Members of LTRG have located nearly 60 unrecorded polished axes and fragments and other 
material in the Pitt Rivers Museum.

WAVERLEY

General 
Material from the Rankine Collection has now been deposited at Farnham Museum. Anna 
Mercer reports that the material is mostly Mesolithic but also includes BA and RB finds from the 
Farnham area. (183)

General
A detailed fieldwalking scheme was carried out by a Manpower Services Commission Team 
directed by N Thomas for Waverley District Council to test different geological types in 
Waverley, especially in the Cranleigh and Thursley areas.

Around SU 83 40 Frensham Manor
Two EBA flat axes reportedly found by a metal detector user. One seen at Guildford Museum. 

Around SU 90 40 Thursley Common
Stone axe and worked flints found by the warden, R Fry, during pipeline construction and 
reported by D W Williams.

SU 937 325 Ansteadbrook
Possible glass slag found in fieldwalking by the Haslemere Group of SyAS could locate a furnace 
site known to be somewhere in'this area. Occupation evidence and glazed tile could be from a 
smithy known to be here from map evidence.

SU 948 380 Witley Church
Excavation by J R Turner for Haslemere Group of SyAS of part of the south side of the nave 
revealed no trace of a previous church, but it was not possible to dig right alongside the south 
wall footing. A series of greensand floors, some lime-washed, were noted, and tentatively dated 
from the 12th to the mid 13th centuries. (187)

SU 979 447 81 Church Walk, Meadrow, Godalming
Corrected grid reference for site of bronze gouge found in gardening by N F Clark. (Noted in last 
year’s report as from SU 977 445)

SU 993 411 Winkworth Arboretum
Flint scraper and three broken blades or flakes reported by A R G Allen.

WOKING 

SU 967 594
Scraper and possible core reported by A R G Allen.

SU 979 608
A possible broken Neolithic awl and a blade fragment reported by A R G Allen.

SU 984 588
End scraper noted by A R G Allen; possibly introduced onto building site.



TQ 004 538 Sutton Park
Further excavation by D G Bird for SCC and SyAS concentrated on the medieval building found 
in 1982. Two walls were located and a sequence of three tile hearths. South of this building were 
two areas of heavily burnt clay, one overlying a ditch whose top fill contained a great deal of 
pottery. Part of a second building was also found to the east. (187)

TQ 000 605
Possible burin noted by A R G Allen.

TQ 000 607
Neolithic flint assemblage reported by A R G Allen, including a discoidal and three other 
scrapers, three fine blade fragments and a borer.

TQ 014 598
One of the bell barrows on Horsell Common illegally dug into, apparently to take core samples. 

TQ 025 568 Old Woking
Medieval Penn tile found in ditch clearance and reported by Nancy Hawkins.

TQ 051 595 Pyrford Marina
Construction observed by Mayford and Woking History Society without result; reported by 
Nancy Hawkins.

South West London Boroughs

CROYDON

TQ 316 649 Duppas Hill road, Croydon
Excavation by J Davison for CNHSS revealed that the site had been farmed from the Roman
period to the 19th century. Fire cracked flints found but no prehistoric features. (London Archaeol
4 No 14)

TQ 332 647 Park Hill road, Croydon
Excavation by J Davison for CNHSS of a site within the boundary of the Croydon Manor deer 
park produced pottery indicating farming in the Roman period and from the 17 th century 
onward. A 19th century wall of the Park Hill farm buildings found. (London Archaeol 4 No 14)

KINGSTON UPON THAMES

TQ 177 691 30/32 High street, Kingston
Trial excavation by S Nelson for KuTAS on a riverside site revealed a series of river deposits to 
around 5m OD dating in general to the 15th and 16th centuries. The area appears to have been 
under water until the post-medieval period. A 16th century brick building perhaps associated 
with the malting trade was discovered. Limited recording of the High street frontages of 17th and 
18th century date also carried out. (London Archaeol 4 No 14)

TQ 204 706 Warren Park, Warren road, Kingston
Small excavation by Pat Nicolaysen and D Field for KuTAS on the Kingston Leaf gravel terrace. 
No features revealed but eight struck flints recovered from the topsoil. Gravel examined by J 
Penn, Kingston Polytechnic. (187 and London Archaeol 4 No 14)



LAMBETH

TQ 292 758 Rectory Grove, Clapham
Excavation by R Densem, J Dillon and M Hutchinson for DoGLA south-west of the site which 
produced Saxon pits revealed no further Saxon features although a few 1 Oth/11th century sherds 
were recovered. (194)

TQ 299 716 St Mary’s Convent, Tooting Bee Gardens
Site watching and excavation by R Densem for DoGLA revealed a late medieval or Tudor stone 
lined cellar, the glazed tile floor of which had been mostly robbed. No medieval ground levels 
survived. (194 and London Archaeol 4 No 14)

TQ 313 795 Campbell Buildings site, Baylis road, Frazier street and Burdet street 
Trial excavation by R Densem, J Dillon and M Hutchinson for DoGLA revealed no trace of an 
expected Roman road. A number of silted up stream beds were traced on ground that had been 
open until developed for housing and industry in the 19th century. (196 and London Archaeol 4 No 
14)

TQ 315 763 Akerman road, Evandale road, Loughborough road
Trial excavation by R Densem, J Dillon and M Hutchinson for DoGLA near site of medieval 
manor house le Wyke and post-medieval successor Loughborough House revealed no trace of 
medieval activity and only a few brick footings of outbuildings belonging to Loughborough 
House. (196 and London A rchaeol 4 No 14)

MERTON

TQ 250 675 St Lawrence parish church, Morden
Continued investigation of building work by W Rudd (164) for MHS suggests that the church 
tower and footings date to 1636. The 1792 gallery was extensively refitted and during the 
restoration four panels of wall paintings of flowers, fruit, assorted curlicues and, on two panels, 
two Biblical inscriptions in Old English script were revealed. The paintings may also date to the 
1636 rebuilding of the church. (188 and London Archaeol 4 No 14)

TQ 265 699 Merton Priory, Station road
Trial excavation by J S McCracken for DoGLA and DoE on the presumed site of the infirmary 
revealed a passageway linking a complex of rooms to the chapter house (135, 167). A north-south 
‘hall’ was immediately to the east of the passage and was divided into three small rooms, each 
floored with roof tile. A larger room, of unknown extent, opened to the east of the hall and had 
one floor of proper floor tiles of late (?) 15th century date with evidence of earlier floors beneath. 
Also found below the floor of the larger room was a large pitched tile hearth dated by the Ancient 
Monuments Laboratory to c 1220. Four large pits arranged in a rectangular pattern were the 
earliest features on the site and these may have been part of a large infirmary hall later built over 
by the passageway and associated rooms. The hall and adjacent rooms continued beyond the 
limits of the excavation to the north, east and south indicating a substantial complex south-east of 
the chapter house. (196 and London A rchaeol 4 No 14)

RICHMOND UPON THAMES

TQ 176 694 Kingston Old Bridge, Old Bridge street, Hampton Wick 
Survey and recording by J S McCracken and S Nelson for DoGLA and KuTAS of the footings 
of the medieval and post-medieval bridge linking Kingston and Hampton Wick. The two side 
walls, of flint and Reigate stone, were located and were found to be closer to the river and further 
to the south than expected. (London A rchaeol 4 No 14)



TQ 171 757 King’s Royal Observatory, Old Deer Park, Kew
Geophysical survey (resistivity and gradiometer) by the Ancient Monuments Laboratory (A 
David) for DoGLA (J S McCracken) on the presumed site of the 15 th century Sheen 
Charterhouse revealed anomalies possibly associated with a cloister cell. (191 and London Archaeol 
4 No 14)

TQ 220 765 St Mary’s church, Barnes
Investigation by J S McCracken and Ann Ballantyne for SWLAU revealed wall paintings (156) 
on the underside of the blocked Norman door-arch. The motif was of masonry blocks outlined 
by red ochre separated by a border of smaller blocks alternately in yellow ochre with red 
markings and white with umber markings. (184 and London Archaeol 4 No 14)

SOUTHWARK

TQ 325 801 15-23 Southwark street, Southwark
Excavation by D Beard and G Dennis for DoGLA revealed several superimposed Roman 
buildings dating to the 1st and 2nd centuries on the western side of the site. The latest levels were 
composed of two stone structures which were cut by a late Roman cemetery. The stone structure 
overlay a building with tessellated floors, a stone walled hypocaust and with clay and timber 
internal walls. These in turn overlay a clay and timber structure with a hypocaust added at a later 
date. The south-eastern area of the site contained 16th and 17th century cobbled alleys and brick 
buildings. Remains of later medieval stone buildings were visible below the 16th/17th century 
levels. (193 and London Archaeol 4 No 14)

TQ 325 804 Winchester Palace (Pickford C and D Sites)
Excavation by D Seeley for DoGLA of a site within the grounds of Winchester Palace. RB 
activity was indicated by dumps of material on marginal land on the south river bank. These 
dumps were sealed by a gravel surface -  a possible 2nd century foreshore. A ragstone on timber 
foundation, dated by dendrochronology to AD 1095-1125, was cut by a chalk foundation 
possibly built by Bishop de Blois in the mid 12th century. The foundation of the 13th century 
hall lay to the east of the partially standing west wall. A large 13th century stone drain of Purbeck 
limestone crossed the site east-west. (193 and London Archaeol 4 No 14)

TQ 326 803 Winchester Palace (Stave and Rosing)
Excavation by B Yule for DoGLA of a large multi-period site west of Southwark Cathedral 
produced two IA potin coins. Two phases of late 1st century RB clay and timber buildings were 
discovered aligned north-west -  south-east. In the late I st/early 2nd centuries a fence was erected 
across a demolished clay and timber building; to the west was a gravel path and an apsidal ended 
building. The fence line was continued to the north by a building with mortar floors and a 
circular tiled hearth. The fence and associated buildings had been demolished by the mid 2nd 
century and tips of iron working slag had been dumped across the area. The latest Roman phases 
consisted of a large masonry building complex with five rooms at the south-eastern end, three 
having hypocausts. One heated room contained a mosaic floor and wall frescoes, the earliest 
revealing an elaborate architectural design. There were four major structural phases of the 
building layout; pottery dating suggests a late 2nd century date for the fresco and hypocaust flue 
tiles.

The earliest medieval features were pits of 10th and 11th century date. The medieval 
Winchester Palace remains at the west end of the site comprised three phases of wall foundations 
defining the south-eastern corner of the 13th/14th century courtyard ranges. A garderobe was 
later built into the south end of the eastern range and it contained fill dating from the 14th to the 
17th centuries. The eastern boundary wall of the Palace was also traced and a range of buildings



on the inside of the wall was dated to the 13th century. The courtyard buildings continued in use 
into the 19th century. (193 and London A rchaeol 4 No 14)

TQ 328 803 Fennings Wharf
Site watching of contractor’s trenches by R Densem and J Dillon for DoGLA revealed the 
north-west corner of a wall on a raft of chalk rubble. This formed a structure which had been 
infilled with layers of rubble, earth and gravel and which may have been a pier of London Bridge 
built between AD 1176 and 1209. (195 and London Archaeol 4 No 14)

TQ 329 803 Chamberlains Wharf, Tooley street
Site watching by I Tyers for DoGLA revealed a Roman timber-lined well containing pottery and 
leather and dated by dendrochronology to AD 231 +. A natural channel with medieval pottery 
in its upper silts and an 18th or 19th century bricklined cesspit were also recorded. (195 and 
London A rchaeol 4 No 14)

TQ 330 803 Cottons Wharf
Excavation by D Seeley for DoGLA revealed pits (no finds) sealed beneath waterlaid clay itself 
below RB levels. RB activity consisted of pits and partially robbed foundations of 2nd or 3rd 
century date. A channel infilled by the medieval period was discovered but no medieval ground 
surfaces survived. A brick circular structure of 17th or 18th century date was found. (195 and 
London A rchaeol 4 No 14)

SUTTON

TQ 283 641 Carshalton Grotto
Excavation by H Waterhouse for the Manpower Services Commission of the 18th century 
Carshalton grotto revealed slag, glassworks scrap, sea shells and painted lead originally used on 
the domed interior of the grotto. Remains found of an 18th century weir and wooden sluice-gate 
in the canal which fed the Grove Mill. (191)

TQ 298 658 Beddington sewage farm
Continued excavation of the Roman villa complex by R and Lesley Adkins for SWLAU. The 
earliest phase was a simple corridor villa with wings added to each end at a later stage, one room 
having a channelled hypocaust. The bath house was completely excavated and a new wall and 
stokehole flue discovered. Evidence was also found of a masonry building having been attached to 
the south wall of the bath house. (184)

WANDSWORTH

TQ 242 754 Abraham Dawes Almshouses, 291-311 Putney Bridge road 
Excavation by Pam Greenwood for WHS behind the 17th century Almshouses revealed 17th and 
18th century pits. There was some medieval pottery and prehistoric flints but no RB material. 
(London A rchaeol 4 No 14)

Abbreviations

BA Bronze Age (E = Early, etc)
CNHSS Croydon Natural History and Scientific Society Ltd
DoE Department of the Environment (Ancient Monuments Inspectorate)
DoGLA Department of Greater London Archaeology (Museum of London)
HAG Holmesdale Archaeological Group



IA Iron Age
KuTAS Kingston upon Thames Archaeological Society
LDLHS Leatherhead and District Local History Society
LTRG Lithic Tools Research Group (Surrey)
MBS Merton Historical Society
NAS Nonsuch Antiquarian Society
RB Romano-British
SAFG Spelthorne Archaeological Field Group
SyAS Surrey Archaeological Society
SCC Surrey County Council (Conservation & Archaeology Section, Planning

Department)
SIHG Surrey Industrial History Group (newsletter)
SWLAU South-West London Archaeological Unit
WHS Wandsworth Historical Society
WIRG Wealden Iron Research Group




